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New York, London, Munich, Bad Tölz, Würzburg-June 2010 ... The international media 
company ““General Global Media Ltd. – a divison of Time Warner”” has awarded Roland 
Jungtorius for his last series of paintings "Comic Art meets Porsche" and his upcoming artistic 
creation, the "ART-Invest-Award", that is associated with a buy recommendation for art investors 
who are looking for top investments in works of art with exceptional returns.  
The “Art-Invest-Award” is given by the art experts of "Time-Warner", to artists are waiting to 
international fame shortly. These artists, who receive this award, art investors can expect 
significant increases in value. Criteria for the "ART-Invest-Award" and the purchase 
recommendation, according to the jury of international art experts, always is the quality and 
uniqueness of the artwork. Often, the winner of this Award, opponent of the art market and the 
mass marketing of art. So does Jungtorius. He sits at his work consistently to quality rather than 
quantity, because "your work is the most personal thing you can reveal about you," says 
Jungtorius.  
 
Also for this reason he does not paint more than 5-7 large-scale oil paintings about 1.70 m and 
2.00 m high, per year. This fact alone makes that his artistic work can be scarce and thus the 
potential returns for investors grow substantially, says the jury.  
 
Roland Jungtorius, born 1958 in Landau / Pfalz, grew up in Bavaria, lives and works in Munich / 
Bad Tölz. Noticed is Jungtorius in 2008 with his successful exhibition "Comic Art meets Porsche” 
in the Porsche Center Munich. First you will see the colorful motifs of his paintings and its 
clearness and remember the european "Car-Racing-, "Detective-" and "Space" Comics of the 
60´s and 70´s of last century. The bright colors and the speed in his oil paintings you will never 
forget. But second you will see open questions in his paintings. Mythical messages are hidden. Is 
this real what I see, do I really see what I see? Is the obvious really obvious?  
 
The style and the motives are mixed. The viewer is caught in an undertow. The paintings of 
Jungtorius are magic. "The space is infinite and my cosmos is full of passion," says Jungtorius. 
This quote from Jungtorius is true and each observer feels at once the passion in his paintings, 
says Peter Wells, a member of the jury. So his Exhibition in the Porsche Center Munich 2008 has 
been extended several times. Due to high demand from the public, Jungtorius received the Art 
Award of Ebizz.TV in the same year. The justification of Ebizz.TV then "No one in the art scene is 
in the moment so “State of the Art” like Jungtorius". Then Jungtorius immediately had the next, 
highly successful art exhibition in the european art- and cultural metropolis of Vienna. Since then 
there are many newspaper articles, Internet reports and video streams about Jungtorius and his 
art-work.  
 
American and British investors are looking, until this time,  for the art-work of Jungtorius. This is 
another clear indication, that the prices will increase for the paintings of Jungtorius, short term, 
says art expert Peter Wells. Jungtorius closes the large gap with his artwork left by Dali, Warhol 
and Lichtenstein. These great artists are his role models, but still Jungtorius is quite different, 
simply unmistakable, he is just Jungtorius, says the expert.  
 
"The viewer is always asking, what does the picture mean? But where will the artist know that?" 
"Only beauty and strength are the fuel of the art," says Jungtorius.  
 
Jungtorius has decided not to follow the mass market by Warhol and Co.. Therefore, we predict 
Jungtorius and his rare, artistic works, even higher performance than Warhol in the 20th Century. 
If you want to buy the art of Jungtorius, than you have to do it now, or you will regret it. Because 
the prices will increase soon. With the paintings of Jungtorius you will not only buy just fine art 



with a chance of good returns, but also you will get the personal cosmos and the universe of 
Jungtorius in 2.00 m x 1.40 m. " Where to get something else? .. says art expert Peter Wells.  
 
Art lovers and investors can get the chance to have a personal look at the paintings of Jungtorius.  
Jungtorius has an art exhibition from 6/29/2010, in the gallery Bernhardt Schwanitz, in the 
Katharinengasse 1, in the beautiful city of Würzburg in Southern Bavaria (www.roland-
jungtorius.com).  
 
"Art is like oxygen, You just need it to live," says Jungtorius.  
 
 
The “Art-Invest-Award” is given by the art experts of "Time-Warner", to artists are waiting to 
international fame shortly.  
 

 


